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The UDB Universal 

The Universal Database™ platform offers well thought-out advantages for your library

and users. Some advantages are obvious; some become apparent with ease of setup

and use. The UDB™ is optimized to help libraries build efficient electronic collections

and support library systems integration. 

Customize and Optimize for Your Library

➲ Build your own collections from individual online titles

➲ Linking options for Online Public Access

➲ IP/password access to your choice of standard or custom collections

➲ Stable URLs for linking on a database level or on individual title and article levels

➲ Mirror servers in U.S. and Russia

➲ Usage reports – certified counterTM compliance

Users/Researchers Work Efficiently

➲ Interface functions are optimized for specific content types

➲ Browse by specific title and issue

➲ UDBs provide up-to-date options for today’s wired and wireless users

➲ Transliteration, Russian, Ukrainian or English language searches

➲ Virtual Russian and Ukrainian keyboards displays available for ease of input

* UDB and Universal Database are international trademarks of East View Information Services, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, USA.



Newspapers and journals from East View’s collections are available 
either in Universal DatabaseTM aggregations or individually as e-journals.

DatabaseTM Advantage

Search through a single source or all

the databases to which your institution

subscribes. The multilingual interface

makes finding fast.

Expedite research with the easy-to-use

and convenient UDBTM interface.



Russian Central and Regional News

Russian Central Newspapers (UDB-COM)

Here is same-day full-text access to more than 60 of the

most influential daily and weekly Russian newspapers. 2.8

million articles with archives dating back to 1980 are

online in this exclusive Universal Database™. Included are

current official sources such as Rossiiskaia gazeta,

independent media and partisan publications and several

English-language newspapers such as Moscow Times.

Archives of Izvestia are an important part of the database.

Russian Regional Newspapers (UDB-REG)

Access to 108 newspapers from 7 federal districts of the

Russian Federation provide valuable, often hard to find

news. Coverage includes editions from diverse geographic

areas such as the enclave of Kaliningrad, Vladivostok in

the Far East, the northern Caucasus, and oil-rich Siberia. 

Russian/NIS Newswires (UDB-NEWS)

Research breaking news – even before it becomes news

– as it is filed over the wire service bulletins of Russia and

newly independent states. UDB-NEWS provides near real

time access to full text transcripts of press conferences,

important speeches and statements in Russian and

English. 



Archive Collections of 
Russian Central and Regional News

The Current Digest of the Post-Soviet Press
(UDB-CD)

The Current Digest offers weekly selections in English-

language translations of the most important articles from

major Russian newspapers. In print since 1949, The
Current Digest is a leading publication in the field of

Soviet/Russian area studies. Now online, weekly updates

offer insights on economics, politics and political reform,

public health, privatization, foreign policy/international

affairs and other social, cultural and legal issues.

Researchers have relied on the consistent objectivity and

accurate translations of The Current Digest for over 57

years.

Argumenty i Fakty Archive 

Argumenty i Fakty – a weekly newspaper based in

Moscow – once had the largest circulation of any

periodical in the world. In 1990 it was entered in the

Guinness book of records for its print run of 33.5 million.

During the Gorbachev era, Argumenty i Fakty became one

of the most important newspapers in the Soviet Union and

a major newspaper publicizing Gorbachev’s policy of

glasnost. This database offers access to the first issue in

1983.

NEW! International Affairs. The Complete
Collection.

Published in English, International Affairs has delivered

timely analysis and unique insight into foreign policy and

security issues since 1954. This archive of world events

from the Kremlin’s perspective is now available online

from the very first issue. Leading Russian policymakers

and commentators have contributed articles on foreign

policy and diplomacy in Russia, interrelations of Russia

between foreign countries, the economies and policies of

neighboring states, previously unpublished documents on

foreign policy of the USSR, and more.



Russian Government, Law and
Military Information

Governmental Publications (UDB-GOV)

From UDB-GOV researchers can monitor Russian

lawmaking in progress. The wide selection of sources

available includes Presidential decrees and government

documents, stenographic records of Duma hearings, draft

legislation, official resolutions, votes cast.

Military & Security Periodicals (UDB-MIL)

Monitor developments in the Russian armed forces and

international security affairs through nearly 50

independent and official military and security periodicals

and regional military district papers. UDB-MIL covers a

variety of critically important issues from nuclear

proliferation to hazing in the Russian Army. 

Available only from East View.

KODEKS
Russian Law Database 

Kodeks Law Database is a major source for Russian

legislation – thousands of documents going back to 1991.

It includes acts issued by approximately 200 executive,

legislative, and judicial branches of Russia with

international law and the all important commentary.

Kodeks databases are updated daily.



Russian and CIS Statistical and
Demographic Publications

East View’s Universal DatabaseTM collections are designed to support 
the work of academic institutions and government agencies.

Statistical Publications (UDB-STAT)

Optimized for searching and browsing statistical data,

UDB-STAT covers publications, reports and data sets from

Russian Federal State Statistics Service, its regional

bodies and the CIS Statistical Committee. Users will

benefit from searching within reports, tables and graphs,

transliteration and much more with tables of contents in

English. A premiere value of UDB-STAT is the complete,

14 volume, 2002 All Russian Census in Russian and

English.

2002 All-Russian Population Census 
(UDB-Census)

The 2002 All-Russian Population Census, published by the

State Committee on Statistics of the Russian Federation,

is the first official demographic snapshot of modern

Russia. This exhaustive online database contains nearly

13,000 pages of rich primary source data, translated into

English by East View. Our easy-to-use interface will help you

quickly search and locate statistical detail such as

population size and composition, vital statistics, education,

economic activity, households, housing stock and tenure,

and culture.   



Bibliography, Social Science, 
and Humanities

Bibliographic Publications (UDB-BIB)

From information collected by the Book Chamber of the

Russian Federation, you can now access the most

comprehensive bibliographic database in Russia. Based on

more than 50 years of information collection, UDB-BIB

allows searching by subject (using Russian subject

heading system: UDK), author, geographic indexes,

source, type of publication, and time period. The library-

oriented interface provides easy access to current and

archival issues.

Social Sciences and Humanities Journals
(UDB-EDU)
UDB-EDU makes primary research for Slavic studies
easier than ever. 

We now serve 82 titles, including vaunted "thick journals,"

popular literary editions, independent scholarly publications

and all social science journals published by the Russian

Academy of Sciences. Full-text of print editions is

reproduced with original pagination, end-notes and 

foot-notes.

Libraries, Archives, Museums (UDB-LIB)

Delve into Russian culture from a new perspective. This

database serves researchers a wide range of resources

– current and archived – discussing the preservation of

Russia’s national cultural legacy. A gem of the collection,

Otechestvennye arkhivy (National Archives) represents

Russian archival institutions. Ideas, news and thought

leaders are presented in library journals from the corners

of Russia: from Moscow to the former capital St.

Petersburg, from Ukraine to the Far East region. In

addition to all this, the journal Muzei (Museum) supports

the collections thematic line of cultural preservation.

AAASS NewsNet Digital Archive

Access over 45 years of Slavic studies scholarship news

online in full-text and full-image with AAASS NewsNet

Digital Archive. This is a repository of every page published

in NewsNet, the newsmagazine of the American

Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, from

1960 to 2006. It may be the best electronic resource for

documenting the evolution of Western scholarship in the

fields of Slavic, Russian, Central European, and Eurasian

studies. The AAASS NewsNet Digital Archive has been

digitized in association with the AAASS organization and

NewsNet journal by East View.



Medicine, Science and Technology

East View is dedicated to providing timely full-text access to current 
newspapers and journals from formerly inaccessible sources.

Medicine and Public Health (UDB-MED)

Numerous medical and health publishers are at the core

of this database. The research covers such problems as

public health, infectious diseases, general practice,

pharmacology, pediatrics, nursing, skin diseases and

more. 

Russian Journals of Science and Technology
(UDB-SAT)

Journals of mathematics, physics, chemistry, geology, and

environmental science promise researchers insights into

discovery and innovation from the centers of science in

the Russian Federation. East View will completely

reproduce the original journals and enable fast search in

both the individual journal and the complete collection,

from Moscow to Siberia and the Far East.



Historical and Cultural 
Journal Collections

Vestnik Evropy (UDB-VE)
In original Old Russian and modern orthography.

One of Russia’s most influential literary and political

journal, published from 1802 – 1830, is now available in

full scale digitization. Students and researchers will be able

to view both the original Old Russian and a new version

adapted into modern Russian orthography with support of

the Institute of Russian Language in Moscow. Vestnik

Evropy is highly regarded among scholars of researchers

of Russian history.

Voprosy Istorii (UDB-VI)
1926 – Present

Here is unprecedented access to history through Russian

eyes. The online collection includes 200,000 pages

appearing in 950 consecutive Issues. In Voprosy istorii

distinguished historians contribute analyses with an

historical perspective. You will also find portraits,

journalism, and memoirs. Voprosy istorii is recognized for

archival materials, including those recently declassified. 

Voprosy Literatury (UDB-VL)
1957 – Present

Voprosy literatury was founded in 1957, soon after the

20th Congress of the Communist party of the Soviet

Union. It soon became one of the typical examples of the

post-Stalinist “thaw” in ideology and evolved into a major

discussion platform for literary critics and scholars. 

For many years this journal has been offering its readers

articles on the history of world and Russian literature,

theory of literature and current literary and cultural

situation in the country. It also features roundtable

discussions involving the best minds among the literati as

well as publications based on archives of prominent

Russian writers and literary scholars. 

Labirint

Labirint provides 25,000 biographies of Russian

politicians, officials and business people. Includes

descriptions and guides to all federal government bodies,

administrative units of the Russian Federation, major

businesses, political organizations and federal elections at

all levels. Hypertext links create revealing connections.

Accurate, thorough and deep information makes Labirint

indispensable to researchers. Labirint is used by the top

agencies of the Russian Federation, embassies,

researchers and scholars of contemporary Russian

politics as well as mass media, banks and insurance

companies. Updated monthly.



Regional Databases

The Baltics (UDB-BALT)

This database pulls together the most widely read

Russian-language newspapers in Estonia and Lithuania, a

leading newspaper in the Baltic region devoted to business

and economic matters, and the only pan-Baltic English-

language newspaper in the region. The database is

comprehensive, timely and provides in-depth coverage on

current affairs, economic development, banking and

finance, culture, and science. Particular attention is

devoted to ethnic issues.

The Caucasus (UDB-CAU)

Now more than ever, monitoring today’s news in Armenia,

Azerbaijan and Georgia demands immediate access to a

wide range of important publications. UDB-CAU offers a

rich collection of authoritative periodicals in Russian and

English.  

Central Asia (UDB-CAS)

Authoritative Russian and English edition of newspapers

from Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan,

and Uzbekistan are served from this easy-to-use database.

UDB-CAS covers topics on economics, culture and leisure,

official legislation, points of view from the opposition,

business and investment.  

Ukrainian Publications (UDB-UKR)

Welcome to the world's only online database devoted

exclusively to newspapers, journals and bibliographic titles

published in Ukraine. The news from Kiev, Kharkiv, Donetsk

and Simferopol, 37 important titles, is at your fingertips in

Ukrainian, Russian or English. Available only from East

View.
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